Quiz yourself: Evaluation order, the assignment operator, and array access in Java

Prepare for a tricky adventure when evaluating expressions that contain arrays.
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This quiz looks at evaluation order, the assignment operator, and array access. Given the following code

```java
int[] a = {3,2,1,0,4};
int[] b = {2,4,2,2,1};
System.out.print(a[(a=b)[2]]); // line n1
System.out.print(a[(a=b)[2]]); // line n2
```

What is the result of running that code? Choose one.

A. Compilation fails at line n1.

B. The `java.lang.ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException` is thrown at line n2.

C. 11

D. 12

E. 22

Answer. To decipher what's going on, it might be helpful to decompose the expression into two parts.

1. `a[<expr>]`
2. `(a=b)[2]`

The first part of the expression represents the outer part of the overall expression in the `print` statements. It accesses an element of an array identified by the reference variable `a`, at the subscript identified by the value of the expression `<expr>`. For both line n1 and line n2, you need to answer two questions: Which array does a refer to? And what's the value of `<expr>`?

The second part of the expression determines the value of `<expr>`.

In deciding which array is referred to, a rule in Java Language Specification section 15.10.4, “Run-time evaluation of array access expressions,” applies. This rule states that the array reference expression is evaluated first, prior to evaluating the index.
expression. Therefore, at line n1—even though you will see that the value of \( a \) is changed when the index value is calculated—the outer expression will cause access to the first array, the one with the values \( \{3,2,1,0,4\} \).

In evaluating the second part, you need to determine the value of the expression \((a=b)\). The operation simply makes an assignment, so the variable \( a \) refers to the second array (but to reiterate, this does not alter the array that will be accessed by the outer expression). In doing so, the expression as a whole takes on the value that is assigned.

In other words, \((a=b)\) is an expression that refers to the second array; this is true for both line n1 (in which the value of \( a \) will be changed) and line n2 (in which the value of \( a \) is not changed, because it already has the same value as \( b \) by this point).

Now that the assignment expression \((a=b)\) has been evaluated, the subscript operation selects the third element (that is, the element at index 2) from that second array (the one to which both variables \( a \) and \( b \) now refer). The item at index 2 has the value 2 in both line n1 and line n2.

Are you confused yet? Let’s keep going.

Now you can evaluate the first of the two elements, the outer expression \( a[<\text{expr}>] \). You already know that in line n1 this expression will access an element from the first array; therefore, this will retrieve the value 1 from the array, and that’s what the code will subsequently print first.

When line n2 executes, both \( a \) and \( b \) already refer to the same array—that is, the second array. At this point, there’s really no uncertainty: The subexpression \((a=b)[2]\) evaluates to 2 (the third item in the second array, as before), and \( a[2] \) also produces the value 2 because the variable \( a \) now unambiguously refers to the second array. That value 2 is then printed.

Consequently, the output is 12, which means option D is correct and options A, B, C, and E are incorrect.

**Conclusion. The correct answer is option D.**